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Fm: IV3SIX 
 
To   OE1MCU 
 
 
Dear Michael, 
   I’ve just received the Official Results for IARU 50 MHz Contest 2008. 
I’m very sorry to note that some agreements aren’t respected, I explain me better, when a National Manager compiles an 
own classification e he sends all to the Contest Manager of the Organizer Society, this one has to take for good the 
classification, this for respect to the national manager and his work. 
I can’t accept that a Final IARU classification have some stations into it, that were disqualified by the national manager, I 
ask you a speech to defend all the roles of each single National Manager. 
Other thing, I think that us important that each  manager respect all the rules in a contest, I have seen on the final 
classification station with more than 10% of errors : it’s a leg-pull ! If this would be done by Italians all could say that we are 
“Mangia-Spaghetti”. 
It’s not admissible that we count on penalties and we don’t apply them ! 
I disqualified more than 40 stations on last Marconi CW Contest, I know that is not so “convenient”, but a Manager has a 
role to respect and has to take his responsibilities;  I think that this Final classification don’t respect national managers but 
also all the stations that take part in the contest respecting all the roles in compiling logs correctly; I ask for your 
intervention about these, and maybe to create a IARU Contest Manager reliable and serious. 
Last thing : I like to ask you t remember to all managers that they don’t have to accept logs by participants ; these stations, 
to avoid cross-checks don’t send logs to their national manager but directly to organizer manager; this thing was largely 
discussed and have to be clear to all. 
Thank you for your work and if I can help you, you have only to ask. 
Best Regards and See you Soon 
 
 
Ciao Claudio IV3SIX 
 
 
 
 
 
 


